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parcelattributes through AR

Q&A – session 25/10/2019

Geotagged photo app
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http://www.innovatieveoverheidsopdrachten.be/projecten/capsat-informatie-uit-satellietbeelden-voor-een-beter-landbouwbeleid-vlaanderen-en-europa


Welke meerwaarde kunnen we halen uit 
analyse van satellietbeelden

UC1 – veldbewerkingen
UC2 – automatische classificatie 
van groenbedekkers en 
vlinderbloemigen
UC3 – Opbrengst en verliesbepaling
UC4 – applicatie voor remote 
controles – geotagged photo app



Evolution of technologies used
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Topographical maps and black-and-white orthophoto (1 m/pixel)

1997



Evolution of technologies used
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RGB orthophoto (0,5 m/pixel)

2006



Evolution of technologies used
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RGB orthophoto (0,25 m/pixel)

2012



Evolution of technologies used
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Satellite imagery, every 5 days, free of use (10 m/pixel) 
Copernicus program ESA (European Space Agency)

2017



Availability of imagery

Satellite imagery
New offer since 2016-2017:

Copernicus program ESA -> Sentinel
Free!
Game changer – long term commitment!



Copernicus- earth observation

Sentinel 1: 
RADAR: no issues with clouds!
> 1 picture every 5 days
10 meter pixel size
BUT: Hard to interpret!

Sentinel 2: 
Optical: blue, green, red, NIR, IR,... (16 channels)
> 1 picture every 5 days
10 meter pixel size
BUT: clouds!
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Parcel delineation (LPIS)
• Outline
• Area
• Non-eligible elements

Parcel monitoring
• Crop
• Field-activities
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Concept of 
parcelmonitoring



Single declaration
Calculate “markers”

- Croptype
- Mow-, tilling-, harvest-events
- …

Parcelmonitoring

Monitoring checks
- Traffic light system

Request infoEarly warning

On the spot 
checks

Satellite data Other data sources

Control on the
screen
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Example

Declared crop Prob1 Prob2 Prob3 Pred_cons Status

MON_MAIS MON_WHEAT 94% MON_GRASS 5% MON_POTATOES 0,1% MON_WHEAT OK - RED

MON_MAIS MON_MAIS 99% MON_GRASS 0,1% MON_POTATOES 0,1% MON_MAIS 0,1% OK - GREEN

MON_MAIS MON_POTATOES
15%

MON_BEETS 14% MON_MAIS 14% DOUBT DOUBT - YELLOW
FOLLOW_UP_MAIZE



Geotagged photoapp

In support of the monitoringsystem
Opportunities for the CAP post 2020 - monitoring
But also visualising useful info for farmers

E.g. 1 or 5 or 10 meter buffer (fertilization or pesticide) along
waterbodies
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Connection

Data

Interaction with the farmer community

More personalMore dynamic



Development app

Idea

PIP 
project Market

consultati
on

Tender
Prototype

TestingConceptConcept



Tender

Two-step procedure 

Publication selection criteria – 15/10
Q&A-session – today! GOAL: to finetune tender after interaction
Deadline for candidate-contractors – 15/11/2019 – 11h

Invite for tendering to selected candidates – 20/11
Deadline proposals – 19/12/2019 – 11h

explanation shortlisted candidates and possibility to negotiate – 13-
14/01/2020
Deadline BAFO – 21/01/2020



Opdracht
document

Selection criteria
Economical and financial capacity
Technical and professional skills

Max. ten references



Concept
Tasks

APP

Info 
looking up

Tasks Info 
sending

Offline / online Picture quality
location Notifications

…

From who, for
whom

what, location
time, …



Goals

Activating the customer to take pictures of parcels/elements in 
status follow up. 

Location
Date + time
orientation



Goal

Give a straightforward possibility to the customer to send us
pictures – task or question is not imposed by the administration. 
E.g. complaint

location
date + time
orientation

Processing runs more smoothly
- Automatic data entry

parcel data
user data



Goal

Take pictures of documents and convert them to pdf



Goal: visualizing complex regulation



Goal: visualizing complex regulation



Goal: visualizing complex regulation

GIS-files delivered by us -
API

www.landbouwvlaanderen.be
- Login through e-ID / itsme
- Select Geoloket Landbouw
OR
www.geopunt.be

http://www.landbouwvlaanderen.be/
http://www.geopunt.be/


Functionalities

Certainty of exact location

Spoofing?

Metadata images – location, time, date, 
orientation
In-app foto’s only

https://www.egnss4cap.eu/
backend based on Galileo diferentiators

https://www.egnss4cap.eu/


Functionalities

Coverage in rural areas?
3G/4G – automatic upload? Data usage?
Automatic upload when connecting to a WIFI-network –
user does not need to take any manual steps at home



Functionalities

Quality control of the
images

Contrast?
Sharpness?
To much air?

Balance between
acceptance level user vs. 
usabilitt use of the image 
administration

AD
MI
NI
ST
RA
TI
ON

USER



Functionalities

Guide the user to the correct location



Functionalities: Quickview of important info

000.123.456-78
Perceel 17 - Molenbeek
Korrelmais – 202
2,43 ha

1m teeltvrije zone

1m teeltvrije / 5m mestvrij



Users? Farmer and more

https://www.vilt.be/boer-omarmt-technologie-als-hij-er-zelf-beter-wordt

Farmer welcomes
technology when it makes
his life easier

Obstacles in digitalizing
agriculture

Too expensive (60%)
Too complicated (30%)



Users? Farmer and more

Target audience is old and
getting older

Single declaration
38% by farmer himself
43% organisations
19% personal mandates



Users? Farmer and more

Tasks will go to the farmer
He will need to be able to share them with anyone. E.g. his son who
is more apt in using these technologies

Agricultural disaster fund has been transfered to another
government department and not limited to farmers anymore.

Also citizens will be able to use the app to provide evidence of 
damage caused by extreme weather events



Q&A
Questions we received by mail



Q: Do you welcome an approach where we will deliver an existing

product with the view to enhance it to meet the authorities specific

needs? Smart incentives. Are you looking to experiment new ways to

increase users’ engagement, e.g. via reward systems widely used in games 

(gamification)

A: Our view is a full transfer of property rights of the development asked. However this is still
debatable and can be part of the negotiations later on in the process. We welcome your views 
on this

We are full aware that most building blocks for the geotagged photos are available. We think
most innovative features will have to be in the usability and the user uptake. 

Any way we can improve interaction with the users is welcome, but have not thought about
gamification yet. 



Q: References and CV – do you want each of the three resources 

dedicated to the project to meet all the requirements of Experience, 

Knowledge and Skills or the 3 resources together can be considered to

meet the requirements as a team. Can more than 3-4 CV be supplied.

A: All three resources should meet these requirements on skills. 

References on how you meet these skills shall contain links to the suggested team.

A minimum of three is required, more CV’s can be supplied.



Q: For documents available in another language they may require a 

translation, if necessary a sworn one. Is it necessary to provide a sworn

translation for the requested certificates at this stage?

A: At this stage we do not need a sworn translation for documents only available in another
language. 

If there is any doubt when evaluating the documents, we can still ask for this translation. 



Q: The foreign candidate needs to present criminal record extracts, fiscal

and social debt certificates and a non-bankrupt certificate. Should the

foreign company provide the criminal record extract only for the legal

representatives of the company or for the whole board of directors?

A: At this stage we expect an extract for the candidating company itself. 

Not yet the extracts of the representatives of the company or the board of directors.

We kindly remind you that a completed and signed UEA has to be attached to your
candidacy. 



Q: Qualified electronic signature. We have tried and tested our signing

method through the public procurement portal that permits tenderes to

test the signature. … no methods worked for us. How can we solve this

problem?

A: Questions on the electronic signatures will have to be directed to the helpdesk of e-
procurement:

https://www.publicprocurement.be/nl/contact/vragen-over-e-procurement

Every working day from 8:30-12:00 and 13:15 to 16:00 at

• e.proc@publicprocurement.be

• (+32) (0) 2 740 80 00 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: try the electronic signing procedure in advance. When you offer is not
signed properly, we cannot accept it. 

https://www.publicprocurement.be/nl/contact/vragen-over-e-procurement
mailto:e.proc@publicprocurement.be


Q: Geotagging – do you want to see in AR what the corners of the parcel

are. E.g. angle ok, corners ok

* take a picture from every corner of the parcel, under guidance of AR

* do we get the geographical layers back from the API (parcel attributes

and specific zones

A: We will provide any necessary GIS-layer through an API



Q: Is there certainty of GPS-reception on every parcel? This is an

important requirement

A: We are not aware of coverage of GPS or EGNSS in rural areas. I would think this is not a 
problem in Flanders. Trees might interact with GPS-positioning, but are rare in most 
agricultural parcels. 

Data-coverage however can be an issue in remote rural areas. We need a solution that will be
able to send pictures automatically when connecting with a WIFI-network.



Q: Device requirement – have you given thought on minimal

requirements of devices? Especially when using ARCore this will be an

issue on older models

A: We would like a solution that works on most widely used phones (Android and iOS), 
however we fully understand that some functionalities will only work on the newest models.

When using e.g. ARCore we need to avoid a solution that will only run on high-end phones. A 
solution for common phones and a kind of better version for more high end phones? 



Q: Login – how does this work. E-Id or some other governmental SSO

A: We would like a solution that does not need (a strong form of) authentication. We want 
farmers to be able to share certain tasks with e.g. their son. 

GUID, QR-codes

Farmers log on to our e-services with e-ID or Itsme or other registered ways. Through this
save environment we can communicate with them, e.g. mailing a QR-code with a task-list that
can be opened with the app.

If a form of authentication is needed, anything is open at this time, as easy as possible.



Q: Hosting – is this ok through U.S. cloud services (Amazon, Azure) or do 

we need to use a Belgian/European solution?

A: We want to avoid storing any privacy sensitive information. As such, public cloud services 
are not an issue and are allowed. But does the app really need a backend apart from the
services provided by Dept. LV?

During development with test versions this is ok for us



Q: Backend/API – you mention the backend is ready. Do you have any

documentation available (REST / SOAP API)?

A: At this time this is not available yet. 

We do have IT-teams in-house that will work on this in dialogue with the contractor. Time 
and resources have been allocated to cover this. 



Q: Picture quality – what are your criteria for a good picture?

A: This will be worked out in more detail in the technical specifications in the tender 
document we will provide selected candidates. This is based on technical reports of JRC –
Joint Research Center – European Commission. 

At this time, we are interested in clearly detecting which crop is growing on a parcel. We 
might need a panoramic view and a detailed photo for this. 

Most importantly we need to find a balance between user acceptance (taking multiple 
pictures because we reject them too much) and the usability of the pictures contents for the
administration



Q: What is the goal of collecting pictures? Is it something the farmer 

needs to do to confirm to certain regulation?

A: See earlier on in the presentation.

At this time we have markers for landcover and crop detection. 

But we are working on other markers as well, e.g. detection of mowing/ploughing events. 

So every new marker has its own goal, checking a certain scheme or regulation within the
Common Agricultural Policy.

But also: image collection of users (not only farmers) that have suffered damage from extreme 
weather conditions. E.g. floods. 



Q: What regulation is that? Can we look into this regulation?

A: Most regulation is part of the Common Agricultural Policy. We invite you to browse to our
website: lv.vlaanderen.be

http://www.lv.vlaanderen.be/


Q: How do you define the location of the picture and which angle? Do 

you need a web interface where you can define this?

A: These data are created using the internal systems of Dept. LV and provided to the app as 
tasks via the API.



Q: Do you need a backoffice interface for

* CRM – registered users

* per farmer and per parcel to define the location of the picture

* an overview of sent pictures and the possibility for the administration

to approve or reject a picture. Can certain decisions overrule the app?

A: These backend functions are all provided by Dept. LV and don’t need to be provided by the
solution provider



Q: When you speak about incentives, do have already defined certain

incentives?

A: We have not yet defined incentives. We are open to any suggestions.

Instead of just looking for a geotagged photo app for inspecting fields we tried to imbed
functionalities that are asked for by the farmer community. Hence we try to promote the
uptake of using the app by delevering usefull info and a way to make it easier to comply to
regulation or to object to any decisions by the administration.

By doing so, we hope the farmers will also gladly deliver us pictures on elements we need to
check.



Q: Do we need to use a certain cartography? Does this service need to be

free or can it be paying?

A: In our e-services for the single declaration we show yearly orthophotos of the Flemish
Agency for Information – see www.geopunt.be – API’s

We think it is best that the maps we show in our e-loket, our geoloket Agriculture and the
app will match.

But we are open for suggestions

http://www.geopunt.be/


Q: Do you need an account mechanism. Does the farmer need to register 

with certain credentials?

A: The aim is to provide an experience without authorisation, ingesting tasks via QR-codes or 
hyperlinks. When transmitting pictures some basic identification can be provided by the
farmer like e.g. a name but these aren’t validated.

Based upon your analysis of features and functionalities we look forward to your solution in 
making this app as easy to use as possible.



Q: Quality control on the pictures? Do you have a scoring matrix to

define a ‘good’ picture? This is off course subjective and can be different 

for any use case. 

A: We do not have a scoring matrix. I would like to refer to the balance between user 
acceptability and our needs in detecting the content of the picture.



Q: How will you manage smartphones with wide angle cameras? Will the

position of the picture have to be modified also? In other words, will you

install minimal requirements on smartphone models and OS?

A: We would like a solution that runs on most widely used phones. See earlier on in this
presentation.

We look for a solution in Android and iOS at this stage. 



Q: What needs to be the accuracy of the localisation of the farmer to be

able to take a picture? 1m, 1cm, … precise?

A: As precise as possible regarding technical possibilities. We are looking forward to your
suggestions on this topic. 

What is feasible?

What gives us certainty of the correct parcel?



Q: To what extent do we, as a candidate, have the opportunity to help 

define the strategy and scope of the end product?

A: In the award criteria we among others score your proposal to meet our conceptual needs. 

As this is a negotiated procedure we welcome any views on strategy and scope of the end 
product. 

The described technical requirements and user stories are minimal requirements, but we do 
leave room for your input and any innovative features you suggest to make our end product 
a succes.



Q: There is talk of a maintenance for a period of 2 years in order to keep 

the app up to date in terms of content. For example, is it the expectation 

that new regulations can also be added to this assignment?

A: At this time the maintenance we have in mind is focused on the necessary updates to keep 
the product running on evolving operating systems. 

We are indeed looking for a solution where we can add for example new building blocks
when we detect another need (e.g. new regulation), but do not expect continuous
development for new features.

We do however want your opinion on services after deployment, bugfixing, etc…

This will be described in more detail in the RFT documents in phase 2 of this procedure.



Q: The market research refers to a "link with L&V's data architecture". 

Will this application only be a frontend that communicates with an 

existing backend? Or is the development of an intermediate 

layer/backend to process the information also part of the assignment?

A: We will provide backend API’s in dialogue with the contractor. We don’t suspect that the
app will be needing its own backend.

We have in-house IT teams with allocated resources and time to work with you on this.

We do have internal IT programs for

- Handling the single declaration

- GIS registering agricultural parcels – API for GIS-layers and tasks

- On the spot checks

- …



Q: Are there guidelines on the use of external services and libraries (data 

privacy, IP,...)? For example, is it a problem if an image recognition service 

is used that processes images anonymously externally (and possibly 

outside the EU)?

A: If no personal data is handled, there are no data privacy issues. 

We do however have to keep in mind that the data sent to an external service is not used for 
other purposes than ours.



Q: Is the farmer himself explicitly the only end-user who will use the 

product to forward information? Several farmers leave the orderly 

administration to third parties, should they be able to forward 

information in addition to looking at it?

A: No the farmer is not the only end-user, see earlier on in this presentation.

We need an easy solution for sharing information and tasks. 



Q: Can we get an example of the most common measure for which proof 

must be provided via the app?

A: See example earlier on

Markers for

• Crop

• Detection of non-eligible elements

• Automatic delineation of certain elements based on AI and orthofoto, e.g. horse tracks

• Quality analysis – risk based – LPIS schemes. When not certain on screen, follow up on the
spot.



Q: What are the minimum requirements for the smartphone camera? 

Have they already been defined or do the tendering parties determine 

these specifications?

A: Goal is to support as many mopdels as possible. The broader the app goes, the better, but 
indeed there will always be minimal requirements.

We look at you the help determine these specifications. 



Q: What are the minimum requirements for the operating systems of the 

smartphones? Have they already been defined or do the tendering 

parties determine these specifications?

A: The same goes for these requirements.



Q: Does the underlying web portal used by the controller have to be 

equipped with automated image recognition or is that an option (given 

the impact on the budget)?

A: The underlying web portal is internal and out-of-scope in this project. 

Automatic image recognition is not in-scope any more. When we detect needs in the future
we might pick this up again.



Q: Regarding real-time feedback on the images, is this based on a link to 

Copernicus, Terrascope, WatchITgrow, Ikonos, Capsat or any other 

program? Is this a choice or is there already a preference (as e.g. the 

Copernicus program was mentioned in the documentation of the 

publication)? 

A: Considering our monitoringprocess makes use of the Copernicus satellite imagery, this
might be the prefered choice. 



Q: To improve orientation, should names of adjacent plots be displayed? 

This implies a link with e.g. the land register. Does the Flemish 

Government make this link available to display public data in the 

application?

A: We will deliver all necessary GIS-layers through an API



Q: Does the government have GPS coordinates/direction of the desired 

location where the photo should be taken?

A: Yes, we will define the disired location in our GIS-program.



Q: How can we determine which plot is visible on the smartphone? Does 

the government have a dataset that makes this possible?

A: Yes, we have the necessary datasets



Q: Do you want us to give access to certain parcels per person or do we 

generate a kind of temporary link that can be used by anyone who has 

the link?

A: A kind of temporary link. This mainly to give the farmer the opportunity to delegate taking
pictures to third parties with minimal overhead. 



Q: What is the main focus of this project? Joining the innovative features 

in the app or developing innovative features?

A: Main focus is developing an easy to use solution for both the goals of the administration
and the farmer.

User uptake will be highly dependent on the usability of the app. 



Q: There has been a market consultation prior to this RFP. How does the

other development on yield forecasting and AI interact with the app 

development. Are there functionalities that can be reused e.g. on quality

control of the images?

A: There is no interaction foreseen. 



Q: Is there a backend for the application. If no, do you have a preferred

technology for the backend

A: Yes, we have the necessary backend and will provide API’s. See earlier questions.



Q: What is the source of the AR in the app. Do you have GIS-layers

available?

A: We do have GIS-layers available, see earlier on.



Q: Authentication – how does this work?

A: See earlier on in this presentation



Q: Usage – how many users are expected for the app and the backend?

A: 22 201 registered farmers. 

Add delegation feature to third parties, multiply this number?

Extreme weather events – every affected citizen?

Backend – internal system. 



Q: Dataflows – from where to where?

A: From our GIS-program to the app and back

Pictures will be stored in our data systems.



More questions at 
Q&A



Q: Is there a need to take pictures with an external camera, upload it and

send it with the app?

A: No, in-app pictures only to cover spoofing.



Q: Do you need a single picture for a parcel? Or a picture of the entire

parcel? Multiple pictures?

A: It will be clear from the task which pictures are requested.

As we want to clearly see which crop is growing on a parcel we might need an overview of 
the parcel and a detailed picture of a single stem of the crop. 



Q: What will be the minimal requirements in accordance to the budget

A: We will point out the minimal requirements in our RFP. 

However we welcome all innovative features you might suggest. 

We will score the award criterium Price based on our minimal requirements, and extra 
suggested features will not be taken into account for this score. 



Q: Where will meetings take place?

A: Meetings will take place as much as possible in our headquarters in Brussels.



Q: Which type of satellite signal is favorable? GNSS has the highest

accuracy? But you will need data coverage.

A: The app may use any signal, as long as geo-location is accurate enough for our needs. We 
welcome your technical suggestions.



Q: How will contractors know what API’s will be used in future processes. 

A: Main use case is taking pictures. Same API can normally be used to send pictures of 
documents. 

Maybe a different one will be needed to upload documents. The exchange of the API’s will be
discussed together. 



Q: How many on the spot checks take place every year?  

A: This year we monitored using only the marker landcover and did not yet used the marker 
crop detection in production.

This resulted in about 4000 follow-up on the spot checks.

The more markers we start using, the more tasks will be generated.

Every year we do a QA on our LPIS system, and many more parcels need to be checked on 
screen and on the spot in this process as well. See earlier on in the presentation.



Q: Will tasks also be done by inspectors?

A: Our main target group is the farmer himself. We would like not to hinder the uptake of 
tasks by intervening with inspectors (e.g. inspector is on the field and she/he sees an open 
taks in the vicinity. Maybe the farmer wanted to do that tomorrow, and he will be
dissappointed we have been there first). 

However are inspectors are interested in using the geotagged photo part of the app, just for
aligning the data-standard on pictures in our system.. 



Q: Is timing feasible for possible contractors? Question from the

department.

A: Normally it is, but it highly depends on the user stories in the RFP. 



Q: Is there a hard deadline for the app? 

A: This will be written out in the RFP.

Our monitoring processes run from the second half of july untill the beginning of september. 
We would like starting the app in production in this period. Otherwise we will only be able to
benifit in 2021.



Q: Video on-the-spot needed in the app?

A: This is not in our minimal requirements.



Q: All written and oral communication needs to be in dutch? Could oral

communication be in English or do we need an interpretor at every

meeting?

A: All written en oral communication concerning the selection will need to be in Dutch, as 
described in the selection manual.

The RFP we send to the selected candidates will clarify which communication regarding the 
tender itself needs to be in Dutch. 



More questions
Written report Q&A will be published
on e-notification.

Forum e-notification open from
25/10 to 8/11 for more questions.



Deadline 
candidacies

15/11/2019 – 11h – e-notification


